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Simply adorable doesn't begin to describe this charming contemporary romance, the first of two books by
Michaels (Someone to Love; etc.) about twin brothers Jack and Tim Trehan.

Injured and retired from his baseball career at the age of 28, Jack spends his time these days endorsing
products and drifting around the mansion he's never gotten around to furnishing. When his Aunt Sadie hires
a decorator, Jack is all for it, especially when the pretty decorator shows up shortly after his hippie cousin
leaves her infant daughter, Magenta Moon, on his doorstep and departs for Katmandu.

Interior designer Keely McBride is desperate for a job and figures the commission from decorating Jack's
swank suburban digs will provide the funds she needs to open her own business back in Manhattan. She'll do
anything to remain employed, including caring for Jack's niece.

Complications set in when Magenta Moon's mobster wannabe uncle decides he wants custody and Keely and
Jack pretend to be engaged to throw off a social worker.

Lively banter and imaginative characters -- such as Petra, the precocious baby sitter; Sweetness, the boxer
paid to throw fights; and wacky Aunt Sadie, who decorates her home with plastic oddities -- come together
to make this witty, whirlwind narrative a delight.
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From Reader Review Love To Love You Baby for online ebook

Heather says

Loved it.
What would you do if you were a baseball player and your cousin dropped her baby off on your doorstep?
Well when the new interior designer/decorator stops by and your wet and flustrated with a crying baby and
clueless? Well of course you beg for her help.

And there in starts this fun book. Jack and Keeley develop their relationship going through all the motions of
strangers thrown together to take care of a baby.

Candy, Keeley, Jack, P, S, and even Joe make this a wonderful story.

Jeanne says

I "watched" this one like a movie in my mind and was immensely entertained.

Pandora says

Sweet ,fun and feel good story

What I really enjoyed about this book was the way Ms. Kasey did not make it an immediate attraction. She
allowed the characters first to figured out what the both wanted and needed. Made it one of the feel good
books that you would truly enjoy.

Rose helg says

Good Book

This was a good crazy book. But don't let the characters fool you. They are not what they seem to be. This is
a funny book. You will not want to put it down.

BARBARA KIRBY says

Amazing and enjoyable

I loved this book. Laughed and cries my way through. Also so well written and well edited.
Thanks so much



Ty says

I laughed out loud on my way to work everyday. I am sure the other drivers where laughing at my driving.
Both the main characters remind me of airheads. My favorite scene was in the furniture store and they are
trying to decide what to get baby, bubbles, candy lol whatever the child's name is today as they switch it with
the mood.

Mary says

Home Run

After his ditzy cousin Cecily literally dumps her newborn baby off, Jack enlists the help of Keely his interior
decorator. From there it's a race to keep little Candy as she has wormed her way into their hearts.

Lynn Demsky says

What an adorable romantic comedy romance! The characters are downright funny, loving making for a
strange family! Read in less than a day -- very enjoyable!

Corinne says

Kasey Michaels had me laughing out loud - and getting odd looks from my family - again. Her description of
the characters - and Jack's cousins Cecily and Joey are real characters - their actions, the dialogs, all of it just
too funny.
Jack wakes up to find his cousin has left her baby daughter on his doorstep; fortunately, the interior designer
his aunt hired to fill his empty McMansion drives up so he blackmails her into nanny-service to secure the
interior design job.
Loved this and now on to Jack's brother's story...

Elizabeth Midgley says

This book was a cute story with fun characters. It was chic-lit without the LOL moments that the Evanovich
books have. It was a pretty good story but the reason I only gave it 2 stars, was that I didn't like the ending.
Predictable as it was, the ending was sort of not very well done. Great book up to the ending point. I will
read book two of the series because I did like the characters.



Paulette Hilton says

Sweet book

This was a very entertaining book that kept you turning the pages. It was funny and sweet. This is the first
book I'd read of this author but it w I 'll not be my , last

Alison says

The romantic genre isn't completely my cup of tea but this was a blind date book from the local library so I
could resist participating. It made for some acceptable and entertaining light reading for a snowy Saturday.

Terric853 says

This book had a lot of potential, but I had two issues with it (1) both main characters are stubborn and self-
centered to the point of being annoying and (2) it went on way too long.

Keeley McBride is forced to leave Manhattan, file bankruptcy and move in with the critical aunt who raised
her when her fledgling interior decorating business went belly-up after 18 months. She's hanging her hat -
and future - on a big job decorating the home of former Yankees' pitcher, Jack Trehan, who was forced to
retire from the game due to a shoulder injury.

The morning that Keeley shows up at Jack's home to start the job (unbeknownst to him - his crazy aunt hired
her), Jack finds his ditzy cousin's baby on his doorstep, the cousin having "left" her in Jack's custody while
she "finds herself" in Tibet. Jack has no interest in having his house decorated, but lots of interest in having
someone take Magnolia Moon off his hands, so he hires Keeley for that task.

Keeley and Jack get on each other's nerves. They fight and bicker. In most romance novels, that would mean
sexual chemistry. We're supposed to think there is, but we really don't see it until they break down and sleep
together - after which they go back to bickering. Of course, there's a HEA, but it seemed contrived.

Becky Gates says

O.M.G. What a fantastic book!

I have never laughed so much reading a story. I loved this book. The sarcastic sense of humour had me
rolling. I want to meet these people and make friends with them. I hope there are other books planned for
some of the other characters like Petra. What a riot!

Nancy says



Wow!

I have been ready a lot of good books lately, but I think this is now my favorite! Keely and Jack are so well
developed. Having lost the dream myself, I understood exactly what they were going through and how hard
it was to work through it. The dialogue is refreshing, funny, sad, and loving. There were times when I had to
put my IPad down I was laughing so hard!
This is a great story of dreams and love.


